Introduction
The approximate string matching problem is to find all those positions in a given text which are the left endpoints of substrings whose edit distance to a given pattern is at most a given number Ic. Here, the edit distance between two strings is the minimum number of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to convert one string to the other. It is convenient to say that such a substring matches the pattern. This problem is of significant importance, especially in the context of identifying sequences similar to a query sequence in a protein or nucleic acid database. In this case, the insertions, deletions, and substitutions need to be appropriately weighted, however. This variant of the problem is touched on only briefly in this paper for there are other issues to resolve.
Let n be the length of the text and m the length of the pattern. Then an O(nm) algorithm is easy to obtain. This algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that finds the edit distance between every prefix of the pattern and every prefix of the text, not counting any cost for characters in the text which are to the left of the pattern (we will refer to this as the local edit distance).
The number of text-pattern prefix pairs is O(nm), and each pair can be processed in constant time, provided the pairs are processed in a certain natural order.
The way to think about this order is to consider an array with columns associated with text ' Ramesh HariharanJ prefixes of increasing length ordered towards the right and rows associated with pattern prefixes of increasing length ordered downwards. Each entry in this array represents the local edit distance of a text-pattern prefix pair. These entries are computed in an order such that all entries in rows 1 . . . i are computed before row i + 1 is computed, and the entries within a row are processed in order from left to right.
Landau and Vishkin[LV89] obtained an O(nlc) algorithm for this problem.
This algorithm-was based on the above dynamic programming paradigm as well. However, their order of computing the array entries was a clever one. They observed that in each 45-degree top-right to bottom-left diagonal, the entries are nondecreasing downwards and that one need compute only k entries in each diagonal, namely those entries whose value is different from the value of the preceding entry in the same diagonal. They show how these entries can be computed in constant time per entry, using a suffix tree of the pattern and the text.
Some other early work on this problem is described in [LV85, LV86, LV88, GG88, GP90].
The question that then arose was whether an O(n + m) time algorithm was possible, at least for the case when k is small, e.g., O(mE), for some E between 0 and 1. The intuition which suggests that this would be possible is that most of the pattern must match exactly when k is small.
An algorithm with an average case performance of O( nklzg") time on random strings when k < 10gm~o(l) was given by Chang and Lawler [CLSO] . While linear (sublinear, actually) on the average, the worst case performance of this algorithm was still O(nk). The assumption of the text being random is a strong one as random strings do not match with very high probability, but this algorithm may work well even on somewhat less random strings.
Baeza-Yates and Navarro [BN96] gave an algorithm with a running time of O(n) for the case when mk = O(log n). In addition, they obtained another algorithm whose performance in the average case is O(n) for medium k/m ratios. They also report finding this algorithm to be faster than previous algorithms exper- . Their algorithm uses the technique of deterministic coin tossing in order to sparsify the set of diagonals which need to be processed in the above array, and then processes only these diagonals using the Landau-Vishkin algorithm.
This technique and the associated proofs of complexity and correctness, especially when there is periodicity present, are fairly involved.
Our contribution in the paper is twofold.
1.
We give a very simple way of sparsifying the set of diagonals which need to be processed in the above matrix.
This are all periodic. We believe that mostly periodic is a rather strict property and mostly periodic strings would be quite rare in practice.
2. We show how to process mostly periodic texts and patterns in 0( $$ + n + m) time. While processing such strings in O(g + n + m) and even O($ + n + m) is quite easy, the 0( $ + n + m) time algorithm is nontrivial.
The technical difficulties we face in obtaining this algorithm include the fact that the various periodic stretches between breaks need not have the same period and that periodic stretches in the pattern and the text need not align in a match of the pattern.
Of course, there cannot be too many misalignments, since only k mismatches are allowed. 'Aperiodic, here and now on, refers to the usual notion of periodicity, i.e., the smallest suffix of the substring which is also a prefix has length less than half that of the substring.
This notion of aperiodicity is much weaker than that required by the Sahinalg Vishkin algorithm.
Thus, this paper gives an algorithm for approximate string matching which is not only faster and simpler than the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm, but also helps understand what kinds of text and patterns are hard to handle for this problem and why. We conjecture that the right bound is O(!$ + n + m) even for the mostly periodic case, but have been unable to obtain an algorithm with this performance. We also believe that obtaining an algorithm which takes o( $ + n + m) time will be hard.
The rest of this abstract is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some necessary definitions.
Section 3 gives an overview of our algorithm and Section 4 describes some of the details of our sparsification algorithm and how it gives an O(g + n + m) time algorithm for the case when either the text or the pattern is not mostly periodic.
The remaining details of this algorithm and a brief review of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm [LV89] appear in Appendix 1. Section 5 describes how to process the text when the pattern is mostly periodic but the text is not. Section 6 describes the first attempt at handling mostly periodic patterns and texts and obtains an O($ + n + m) time algorithm.
It also gives an overview of our more sophisticated scheme to handle such patterns and text in 0( $+n+m) time; a detailed description appears in Appendix 2. Section 7 gives some intuition regarding the difficulties to be overcome in obtaining an O(e + n + m) time algorithm. Section 8 briefly discusses the weighted version of the problem.
Definitions
We will assume that the pattern has length at least 5k3.
The Landau-Vishkin O(nk + m) = 0( $ + n + m) time algorithm is used for shorter patterns.
We will also assume that the text has length 2m -2k We process the pattern from left to right, performing various rounds.
In each round, a new aperiodic length k2 substring disjoint from all previously found substrings is determined. The stretches between any two consecutive substrings determined above will be periodic with period at most k2/2. Finally, if the collection of aperiodic strings constructed above has size less than 2k then the pattern is mostly periodic.
The time taken by all rounds together will be O(m).
A round is performed as follows. The portion of the pattern to the right of the last aperiodic length k2 substring determined earlier is considered in this round. The shortest prefix s of this portion of the pattern with the following properties is determined: Is] 2 k2 and s has period greater than k2/2. s can easily be determined
The length k2 suffix of s is clearly aperiodic and is added to the collection of disjoint aperiodic strings being constructed.
The total time taken over all rounds is O(m).
Overview
The algorithm first determines if the pattern is mostly periodic.
More specifically, it determines whether there is a collection of 2k disjoint aperiodic length k2 substrings in the pattern.
Two cases are considered next, depending upon whether or not such a collection of substrings exists.
Sparsification
In this section, we assume that the pattern has 2k disjoint aperiodic length k2 substrings and that these substrings have been found. We call these substrings breaks. We show how to determine O(g) text windows, each of size k, in which potential matches of the pattern can begin. This will take O(m) time.
First, we find all exact occurrences of each of these 2k breaks in the text. Note that these breaks have equal length. The time taken for this procedure is O(m) using a standard multiple pattern matching algorithm [AC75] . Next, we partition the text into disjoint pieces of size k2. Consider a particular piece t[i.. . . j]. We partition it into disjoint windows of size k each. We will show how to determine at most 12 such windows such that any pattern match beginning in this piece must begin in one of these windows.
Note that at least k of the breaks must match exactly in any match of the pattern.
Consider one particular break x. As x is aperiodic, any two occurrences of x are at least distance q apart.
It is not hard to show that any pattern match beginning in t[i . . . j] with x matching exactly must begin in one of 6 size k windows int[i..
. j]. We can represent this fact by putting a mark for x on each of these windows. For a match to begin in a particular window, it must receive a mark from each of at least k breaks. Since each break marks at most six windows, there are at most 12k marks in all and therefore, at most 12 windows in which matches can begin.
The Sparse Case. If such a collection exists then Sec-
The verification of matches beginning in these wintion 4 describes a sparsification procedure that deterdows is described in Appendix 1. It shows how all patmines O(g) windows in the text, each of size k, which tern matches beginning in a particular text window of are the only locations where pattern matches can poslength 2 can be found in time 0( k (k + 2)).
sibly begin. The matches starting in these windows are then found in O(m) time by a simple modification of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm.
The Landau-Vishkin algorithm and the the required modification are described in Appendix 1.
The Mostly Periodic Case.
On the other hand, if no such collection exists, then the pattern is mostly periodic.
In this case, in Section 5, we show that all matches of the pattern in the text must occur in a portion of the text which is mostly periodic.
We also show how this portion can be found in O(m) time. In Section 6, we show how to find all occurrences of mostly periodic patterns in mostly periodic texts in O(k6) time and sketch the basic ideas of an algorithm which does the same in O(k4) time. The details of the latter algorithm appear in Appendix 2. This leads to an overall complexity of O($ + n + m) for this case.
Text Processing for Mostly Periodic Patterns
We assume that the pattern has at most 2k -1 breaks, i.e., disjoint substrings of length k2, such that the stretches in between these breaks are periodic with period at most k2/2. We show how to obtain a substring z of the text such that z is mostly periodic (i.e., has at most 6k breaks) and ail potential matches of the pattern lie completely within Z. This is done in O(m) time. Let x be the shortest text substring with its right end coinciding with the middle of the text and having 28 + k disjoint aperiodic substrings of length k2. If no such x exists then x is just the first half of the text. Let y be a substring beginning in the middle of the text and having 2k + k disjoint aperiodic substrings of length k2. If no such y exists then y is just the second half of the text. We claim that all pattern matches must lie within z = xy. Suppose a match of the pattern has its left end to the left of 2. Recall that the text has length 2m -2k. Then, since this pattern occurrence overlaps the boundary of x and y, it must overlap the whole of x. But x has 2k + k disjoint aperiodic substrings of length k2 and at most 2k -1 of them can match the pattern exactly. Therefore, the pattern cannot match in the above configuration, a contradiction.
Similarly, it can be shown that the pattern cannot match with its right end to the right of Y.
Determining 2, y: This is done in O(m) time using an algorithm similar to the algorithm in Lemma 2.1.
Finding Matches of Mostly Periodic Patterns
In this section, we assume that both the text and the pattern are mostly periodic.
Recall that there are at most 2k -1 (6k, respectively) disjoint aperiodic length k2 substrings in the pattern (text, respectively) such that the stretches between them are periodic with period at most $. Recall that these substrings are called breaks.
First, we show how to find all occurrences of the pattern in O(k6) time. Then we sketch the ideas which lead to an O(k5) and then an O(k4) algorithm. The details of the O(k4) algorithm are deferred to Appendix 2.
6.1
The O(k6) Algorithm. First, we classify all potential matches into two categories. The first category contains potential matches in which some break in the pattern or some endpoint in the pattern is within distance k3 + k2 (actually 2k + 2 periods, as in Fig. 1 , suffices) from the beginning or end of some break or endpoint in the text. In the second category are the remaining potential matches.
The First Category. Note that matches in the first category must begin in one of O(k') windows, each of size O(k3). All matches in these windows can be found, as in the sparse case (see Appendix l), in O(k6) time. It remains to find matches in the second category. Note that all potential matches in the second category also begin in one of 0( k2) windows. The problem is that these intervening windows could be long.
First, we forms groups of breaks in the pattern and the text. A group is a maximal sequence of breaks such that the periodic stretch between contiguous breaks has fewer than 2k + 2 occurrences of its period. An interval is a substring which includes all breaks in a group and extends k + 1 periods on either side of the extreme breaks in this group. So if u is the period of the periodic stretch to the left (right, respectively) of this group then uk+' is a prefix (suffix, respectively) of this interval. Note that in all matches in this category, an interval in the pattern (text, respectively) cannot overlap or touch an interval in the text (pattern, respectively). This is because the period of any periodic stretch has length at most $ and if such an overlap occurs then some break in the text would be distance at most k3 + k2 from some break in the pattern.
Also notice that in all matches in this category, the endpoints of an interval are locked, i.e., in alignment with the periods in the overlapping periodic stretch (see Fig.2 ).
For each interval s of length 1 and each periodic stretch with period u, the edit distance of s and us is found for each g, 1 5 g 2 h, where h is the number such that Iul(h -1) < 1+ k < IuJh. The least such edit distance over all g, is called the locked edit distance of s with respect to u. This computation takes O(k4) time as there are O(k') s, u pairs, each taking O(k') time. Now consider one of the O(k2) windows in which matches in the second category occur. For each pattern interval, determine the locked edit distance of this interval with respect to the period of the periodic stretch in the text which completely overlaps this interval. Proceed similarly for each text interval which overlaps the pattern.
If the sum of these quantities exceeds k then there are no matches in this category.
Otherwise, if the sum of the above quantities is at most k, then all periodic stretches between intervals in the pattern and in the portion of the text overlapping the pattern have the same period, u, say. Then the pattern matches in this window at gaps equal to 1~1. Thus the second category algorithm uses O(k4) time overall. In fact, as there is only one u to consider, the second category algorithm u-sparsity ensures that the size of each window is not runs in O(k3) time, and with some care, the computation IuI but min{ IuI, k}. These matches can now be found time can be reduced to 0 ( lc2).
in O(k2) time per window using the algorithm in Appendix 1, giving O(k4) time over all windows.
Second, 6.2
The O(k5) Algorithm. For convenience, we the remaining matches of the pattern are found by conassume that the various periodic stretches in between sidering the locked edit distance of each interval with breaks have the same period Iu/. The case when they respect to u, as in the O(k6)
otherwise, the length of the pattern is less than 5k3
The following text and pattern appear to form a hard (at most 2k -1 breaks of length k2 each, at most 2k case for out problem. They are defined in terms of an occurrences of u which has length at most k2/2, and at aperiodic string u. The 0th row and column are dummies put in for technical reasop which will become clear shortly.
The Dependency
Graph.
To determine the entries of A we define a dependency graph G with weighted edges as follows. Recall that the pattern is mostly periodic. However, the periods of the periodic stretches between various pairs of consecutive breaks could be different.
The following steps are performed to determine whether or not the pattern is even more periodic, and to process it in case it is not. The even more periodic case is tackled in Section 10.1.
Step 1. Recall that the periodic stretches in the pattern could have distinct periods. We choose a multiset u of disjoint substrings ~1, . . , u2k of the pattern as follows.
The periodic stretches in the pattern are considered in non-increasing order of period length. For a particular stretch with period, say, 21, all (or as many as necessary to achieve the desired cardinality We now include all occurrences of those ui's which are not w's as breaks in the pattern. The number of breaks in the pattern is still O(k). In addition, all periodic stretches have periods whose lengths are at most [WI.
Step 2. We partition p into disjoint pieces of length 21~1. A piece-substring is a substring beginning and ending at piece boundaries.
A piece-substring is homogeneous if at least three-fourths of the pieces in it have the same period; it is heterogeneous otherwise.
Step 2: Case 1.
If there exists a heterogeneous piece-substring of length 212~1 * (4k + 1) in the pattern, then this piece-substring must overlap a break in the text in any match of the pattern. This is because any alignment of this piece-substring with a periodic stretch (which now has period at most Iw]) is guaranteed to
give at least k + 1 mismatches.
A heterogeneous piecesubstring, if one exists, can be found in O(m) time. in this case as well.
Step 2: Case 2. Suppose there is no heterogeneous piece-substring of length 21201 * (4k + 1) in the pattern.
Then, since the pattern is mostly periodic and has length at least 5k3, it has O(k) disjoint substrings of length k2 such that the intervening periodic stretches are all periodic with some period, u say. ]uJ 5 Iw]. As in Section 5, the text can also be trimmed so as to have this property.
Call the above O(k) length k2 substrings in the text and the pattern bad substrings.
Thus bad substrings and periodic stretches with period u alternate in both the text and the pattern. Now consider those substrings of the pattern of length 2lul which do not have period u. There are two subcases now. Suppose there are at least 2k such disjoint substrings.
Then at least k of these substrings must match exactly in any match of the pattern.
For such a substring to match exactly, it must be aligned with a text substring which is not a periodic stretch of u's. Recall that bad substrings and periodic stretches of U'S alternate in the text and that the former are O(k) in number.
It follows that there are O(k) windows in which possible matches of the pattern can begin, each window having size O(k2). All matches in this case can be found in O(k4) t ime. The second subcase is when there are fewer than 2k disjoint substrings with period different from u in the pattern. As in Section 5, the text can now be trimmed so that it has at most 6k of these. In this case, it is easy to see that both the text and the pattern are even more periodic (see Section 6.3 for the definition of even more periodic).
10.1
The O(k4) Algorithm for the Even More Periodic Case. We define an interval in the pattern (text, respectively) to be a set of disjoint substrings of the pattern (text, respectively).
Roughly speaking, intervals are formed by extending bad segments (see Section 6.3) at either end while skipping over other intervals.
Intervals will always have the property that they end in at least one, possibly more, occurrences of the period u at each end. The span of an interval is the substring between and including the leftmost and the rightmost characters in the interval. In contrast to the intervals defined in Section 6, spans of intervals defined here could be nested one inside the other.
Recall the definition of locking from Fig.3 . We say that an interval in the pattern (text, respectively) locks in a particular alignment if the portion of the text (pattern, respectively), if any, with which this interval is aligned is a cyclic repetition of u. Our strategy will be to identify intervals in the pattern and the text with total length O(k(u(). These intervals will have the following property:
in any match of the pattern, either some pattern interval overlaps some text interval, or all the pattern and text intervals are locked.
All matches in the first category clearly occur in at most O(k2) windows, each of length 1~1. If 1~1 5 k then the total length of all these windows is O(k3) and all matches in these windows can be found in 0( k4) time. If IuI > k, then recall that Iw( > k, that potential matches of the pattern have been determined in Step 1, and that there are only a constant number of windows of length k within any length (u 1 window in which these matches can begin. It follows that all matches must begin in O(k2) windows each of size O(k); these matches can again be found in O(k4) time.
Matches in the second category will also occur in O(k2) windows, but of larger size. Whether or not the pattern matches in one such window will depend upon the locked edit distance of some of the intervals defined. These matches will be easy to find. In particular, if the pattern matches at a particular position in this window then it will match at all positions which are shifts of multiples of IuI from this position in this window.
10.2
Defining Intervals.
We show how the pattern is processed. The text is processed similarly.
We define intervals as follows in O(logk) rounds. In each round, a set of partially formed intervals inherited from the previous round is processed.
These intervals will be disjoint from each other.
Some of the intervals being processed in the current round will be fully formed at the end of this round; these will not be processed in subsequent rounds.
The remaining intervals will be processed further in the subsequent rounds. The first round begins with a minimal collection of disjoint intervals, called initialintervals, such that (i) each initial interval is a minimal string with disjoint prefix u and suffix u, and (ii) the remainder of the pattern, aside the initial intervals, is a collection of substrings of the form u+. The following procedure is performed in each round.
2i-Extending
Interval I. For each partially formed interval I being processed in the current round i, a 2i-extension is determined as below. Starting from the left end of 1, walk to the left skipping over any substrings in fully formed intervals until either another partially formed interval is reached or 2" instances of the period u have been encountered.
The same procedure is repeated at the right end. The substrings walked over in this process along with the substrings in I together constitute the 2i-extension of I. Finally, we take a union of the various extended intervals as follows.
We define new intervals comprising maximal collections 11,1x, . , Ij of overlapping or touching intervals, i.e., 1k and Ik+i overlap or touch each other for 1 2 k < j; the new interval comprises all pattern positions which belong to substrings in one of II,. . , Ij. This defines a new set of intervals.
An interval I processed in round i is successful in this round if, after extension, it does not overlap or touch another extended interval on both the left and on the right. Each interval will have a a i-nested cost to be defined below.
Those intervals I whose span has locked edit distance (with respect to u) at most 2" plus the i-nested cost of I will be fully formed at the end of this round; the remaining intervals will be processed again in the next round.
Definitions.
The i-current cost of an interval I which is processed in round i is the locked edit distance of the span of I with respect to U, if it is fully formed by the end of round i, and 2; plus its i-nested cost, if it is not yet fully formed at the end of round i. The final cost of an interval is its current cost at the end of the last round or its current cost at the end of the round in which it was fully formed, whichever happens sooner. The i-nested cost of I is the sum of the final costs of the fully formed intervals which were skipped over while forming I and the (i-1)-current costs of those partially formed intervals which are nested within I and were unsuccessful in round i. Lemma 10.1 describes the motivation for the above definitions.
LEMMA 10.1. The i-current cost of an interval I is a lower bound on the cost of aligning the span s of I with a periodic stretch of u 's.
Proof. Consider a least cost match of s in a periodic stretch of u's.
Note that s has 2i occurrences of u at either end, possibly interspersed with intervals fully formed before round i. Some or all of these occurrences of u in s could be out of alignment with u's in text. If all these occurrences of u at the left end or at the right end are out of alignment then the cost of aligning s is at least 2' plus, inductively, the i-nested cost. On the other hand, if at least one occurrence of u on either side aligns, then we claim that all occurrences of u further to the extremes of s from these two occurrences align as well. This is because the portions of s outside these two occurrences of u consist only of u's and other fully formed intervals, and fully formed intervals, by induction, cost at least (and, of course, at most) their locked edit distance. Therefore, the cost of the best match of s is the same as its locked edit distance with respect to U. The claim now follows from the fact that the i-current cost of I is the smaller of this distance and 2" + i-nested cost.
Termination
Conditions for the Rounds. The ith round is the last round if the sum of the i-current costs of those intervals which are obtained in round i and are not nested inside other intervals and the sum of the final costs of those intervals that are fully formed earlier and not nested inside other intervals (we call both these kinds of intervals together final intervals) exceeds k, or if all intervals are fully formed. When the sum of the above costs is more than k, all matches of the pattern must have some interval in the text overlapping or touching some interval in the pattern. Clearly, the number of 471 rounds is O(logk). The cost of processing a round, i.e., extending and computing the costs, is O(k3) (each of up to O(k) intervals requires a locked edit distance calculation and each calculation is performed in O(k') time). This can be reduced to 0( k2) time, by performing the edit distance calculations more carefully, keeping in mind that the collective error that can be tolerated over all edit distance calculations is k.
Remark on the Text. A similar formation of intervals is done in the text, except that interval formation continues until each interval is either fully formed or log k + 1 rounds are done, whichever is sooner.
Interval
Lengths.
We need the following lemma before describing the remainder of the algorithm. which is the unique interval processed in round j whose span contains J. There may not be such an interval, of course. J is said to be alive in round j if it is the leftmost or the rightmost initial interval in intj(J) at the beginning of round j. Let the last round in which J is alive be denoted by last(J).
The contribution of J to s is defined to be the sum of the lengths of all the strings involved in extending the intervals intl (J),
. , intl,,t(J) (J). Clearly, the length of s is at most the sum of the lengths of the contributions of the various initial intervals in s.
The contribution of J is at most 2 * 2cast(J)+1 * 1~1. The (last(J) -l)-current cost of intl,,t(q-l(J) is at least 21astcJ)-l plus its (last(J) -1)-nested cost. We call the quantity 2'ast(J)-1 the capacity of J. It can be shown that the capacities of the various initial intervals in s sum to at most the i-current cost of I. The lemma follows.
The Algorithm.
Two minimal sets of final text intervals, one on either side of the middle of the text, each with total final cost exceeding k are determined. By Lemma 10.2, the total lengths of the spans of these final text intervals and the final pattern intervals will be O(k(u().
All matches in which the span of one of these text intervals overlaps or touches the span of one of the final pattern intervals are found. These matches occur in O(k2) windows each of size O([U[). Actually, by
Step 1 above and the fact that IuI 2 [WI, each window has size O(k), and not just O(u). Therefore, all these matches can be determined in O(k4) time. Next, we consider the remaining matches of the pattern. Note that the spans of the the final intervals in the pattern cannot overlap with the spans of the above final intervals in the text. In addition, the text can be trimmed so as to contain only the above final intervals, by an argument similar to the one used in Section 5. It follows that the spans of the final intervals in the pattern cannot overlap with the spans of any of the final intervals in the text, in any of the remaining matches.
The remaining matches occur in O(k2) windows as well. Consider one such window. Consider the final costs of the final intervals in the pattern and the final costs of those final intervals in the text which overlap the pattern. If any one of these text intervals is partially formed then the pattern cannot match the text, because the final cost of this text interval is at least k. If any of these pattern intervals is partially formed then again the sum of the final costs of these pattern intervals exceeds k and the pattern cannot match. So suppose that all these text and pattern intervals are fully formed.
Then the final cost of each such interval is its locked edit distance.
If the sum of these final costs is at most k then the pattern matches at intervals of ju[ in this window with all these final intervals locked, and otherwise it does not match anywhere in this window.
